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By Brian Mertens

Editions Didier Millet Pty Ltd, Singapore, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language:
English . Brand New Book. This title presents a superbly illustrated introduction to world of Thai
architecture, both traditional and contemporary. Packed with hundreds of glorious full-colour
photographs, this book focuses on the multitude of elements and forms that go into Thai
architecture - its agrarian roots, its religion and monarchy, its rich mix of foreign influences. Lively
text introduces readers the whole range of Thailand s architecture - from the humble but charming
field hut woven of bamboo to the splendid teak mansion built high on stilts, and from the country s
magnificent temples to the vast differences in regional styles. It also explores how traditional Thai
architecture has been adapted to suit contemporary aesthetics and usage.
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ReviewsReviews

The publication is straightforward in study safer to recognize. It is writter in straightforward words and never hard to understand. Its been printed in an
extremely straightforward way and it is just after i finished reading this book through which basically modified me, affect the way i think.
-- Per cy B er nha r d-- Per cy B er nha r d

Comprehensive manual for publication lovers. We have read through and so i am confident that i am going to going to read yet again once more down
the road. I am easily could get a enjoyment of looking at a created pdf.
-- Guy Ruecker-- Guy Ruecker
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